
CLIENT: LISSETT HOMES
PROJECT: A WHOLE NEW ASPECT ON LUXURY SEA FRONT HOME

Prestige leisure home manufacturer Lissett Homes 

has specified Aspect bi-fold doors from Eurocell 

for their range of £500,000 luxury sea-front holiday 

properties at The Warren, Gwynedd in North Wales.

York-based Lissett Homes went further by sourcing a 

complete one-stop building plastics solution from Eurocell. 

This involved fabricating windows and contemporary 

styled entrance doors using the Eurologik profile 

system, along with a full range of quality building 

plastics from the Eurocell branch in York.

The Eurocell branch provides a just-in-time (JIT) delivery service 

to Lissett Homes, enhancing production efficiencies and 

optimising stock holding. Lissett Homes receives free-of-charge 

next day deliveries* from the branch, or can collect any of the 

4,000-plus stocked building plastics products same day.

“Aspect fits in perfectly with our 
brand of luxury holiday homes as 
it provides high-end aesthetics 
whilst ensuring that they are energy 
efficient and maintenance costs are 
kept to a minimum.  These features 
are key to making our holiday 
homes an excellent investment that 
can be enjoyed all year round.”

Justin Beharrel 
Director, Lissett Homes
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This one-stop-shop building plastics solution from 

Eurocell enables Lissett Homes and its client Haulfryn 

to benefit from a high quality, perfectly colour matched 

solution across its deluxe range of leisure homes. 

Aspect was specified by Lissett Homes because of its 

stunning aesthetics, ultra slim frames and elimination of 

the need for a dummy mullion at the transit door. All these 

features maximise the area of glass so that even when the 

doors are closed Lissett customers will be able to enjoy 

magnificent sea views from a home filled with natural light.  

Lissett Homes liked the fact that Aspect is the UK’s 

first and only bi-fold door range to hold British Board of 

Agrément (BBA) Approval and was Highly Commended 

in this year’s Housebuilder Awards. It therefore met the 

demanding quality standards expected by Lissett, which 

manufactures all elements of its homes, including doors 

and windows, to control quality at every stage.

As well as holding BBA Approval, the Aspect bi-fold door 

system meets PAS24, the British Standard for enhanced 

security performance of door assemblies, along with 

PAS23 general performance and weather tightness. This 

level of performance will enable Aspect to withstand 

the sea-front conditions at the site in Gwynedd.

Lissett Homes specified Aspect in White Ash with Satin Silver 

hardware. The range is available in a choice of 11 frame colours 

to suit every style of property, including Black Ash and Grey for 

contemporary aesthetics. Hardware colours are White, Black, 

Satin Silver, Silver Grey, Bright Chrome and Champagne. 

Double-glazed Aspect bi-fold doors were specified for the 

homes in Gwynedd and achieve a U-value of 1.3Wm²/K.  Aspect 

is also available triple glazed with a U-value of 0.9Wm²/K.

Justin Beharrel, Managing Director of Lissett Homes, said: 

“Aspect fits in perfectly with our brand of luxury holiday homes 

as it provides high-end aesthetics whilst ensuring that they 

are energy efficient and maintenance costs are kept to a 

minimum.  These features are key to making our holiday homes 

an excellent investment that can be enjoyed all year round.”

He added: “Sourcing a one-stop shop building plastics solution 

from Eurocell allows us to create a more appealing aesthetic for 

our customers and having deliveries from the Eurocell branch in 

York helps achieve significant efficiencies across our business.”

Lissett Homes is one of the leading manufacturers of 

prestigious leisure homes in the UK. The company’s 

holiday homes, park homes and leisure homes 

are enjoyed by owners across the country.

“We are delighted that Lissett Homes has become the latest 

customers to take advantage of our high quality, one-stop shop 

building plastics solution,” said Chris Coxon, Head of Marketing 

at Eurocell. “The Warren is a stunning development and the 

contemporary design of the properties adds to their desirability.”


